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In the classical model of population genetics for continuous time (Fisher’s 
equation) for n alleles a stationary point is called regular if the viability of each of 
the absent alleles is distinct from the average viability of the population. It is shown 
that if the o-limit set of a trajectory contains a regular point, then it contains only 
one point. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
The classical model of population genetics (the Fisher-Wright-Haldane 
model [7, 6, 10, 111) describes the evolution of a population of diploid 
individuals which is genetically homogeneous with the exception of a single 
autosomal locus with n > 2 alleles a, ,..., a,. 
Let fjk = fkj > 0 denote the viability of the genotype ajak and let ajk be its 
frequency. Let pj be the frequency of the allele aj. If the population is 
produced by random mating, then these frequencies are related by the 
Hardy-Weinberg law ajk = pj pk, pi = Ck czjk. In the case of discrete 
generations, where each generation is in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium at 
birth, the evolution can be described in terms of gene frequencies alone: The 
gene frequencies (at birth) jIj of the filial generation are obtained from the 
gene frequencies (at birth) pj of the parental generation via the recursion 
formula 
Fjj= c fjkPjPk 
k=l i 
2 fwPrPs3 j = l,..., n. (1) 
r,s = I 
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Also in the case of overlapping generations it is assumed that offspring is 
produced by random mating, nevertheless the total population is not in 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (except in trivial cases). Therefore the 
evolution of the population is appropriately described by a system of 
differential equations for the genotype frequencies ajk [9, 15, 21. Under the 
hypothesis of slow selection (or fast reproduction) one can derive from such 
system approximate differential equations for the gene frequencies pj alone 
[9, 15, 2, 61) 
rij= i fjkPjPk- t f;‘lPiPI’Pj, j = l,..., n. (2) 
k=l i,/= L 
One can show, under the hypothesis of slow selection, that solutions to the 
genotype equations starting near the Hardy-Weinberg manifold ajk = pi pk 
remain close to that manifold for finite time [ 15, 21; thus the equations (2) 
for the gene frequencies are approximations for finite time. 
In the case n = 3 the state space of the genotypes is the de Finetti diagram 
and the manifold is the Hardy-Weinberg parabola. 
The models (1) and (2) bear much similarity. In fact Eqs. (1) can be inter- 
preted as a discretization of Eq. (2) with variable time step. In both cases the 
mean fitness [ 1, 16,20, 111 
W(P)= t fjkpjpk 
j,k=I 
(3) 
acts as a Lyapunov function, i.e., W(p) is non-decreasing along solutions 
and becomes constant only on stationary solutions. Thus every solution 
approximates a continuum of stationary states. In general there are only 
finitely many stationary states, and every solution converges to equilibrium. 
However manifolds of stationary points may occur, and in such cases it is 
an open problem, whether every solution converges to a particular stationary 
point or whether, in contrast, solutions may “creep” along the manifold 
without convergence. 
The problem may appear artificial from a biological viewpoint since in 
almost all cases the stationary points are isolated. However, there are many 
situations where the mean fitness is almost constant on some manifold. Thus 
the degenerate cases, where the Lyapunov function forms ridges or troughs 
[21, p. 461 appear typical for some biological situations. 
Partial answers have been given by Feller [8] in the discrete case and by 
an der Heiden [ 141 in the discrete and in the continuous case. An 
announced complete and affirmative result by Lyubic et al. [ 181 seems to be 
incorrect. The proof [ 181 is based on a sequence of lemmas on matrix 
inequalities. The proof of Lemma 2.4 contains an obvious error. The claim of 
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the lemma is not valid, and’in the proof of the convergence result the lemma 
is used in an essential way. 
The present note deals only with the continuous case (however, see [5]). 
In a preliminary manuscript he second author derived convergence results 
from the statements of Hale and Massat [ 121. The present approach related 
to the first author’s results [3] on manifolds for orbits and stationary points 
avoids certain difficulties and gives some more insight into the particular 
problem. Still the problem is not completely solved, but an essential class of 
cases is covered. 
Let p = (pj) be a stationary point of Eqs. (2) with pi, = pj, = .a. = pj, = 0, 
0 < p < n - 1, and pj > 0 otherwise. The stationary point is called regular, if 
n 
:I fikpk fCfilPiP/ for j = j, ,..., j, . 
i.1 
(4) 
Otherwise p is called exceptional. 
The biological interpretation of condition (4) is obvious. The quantity 
Ckhkpk is the fitness of the allele aj at p. Thus condition (4) says: At the 
equilibrium the fitness of each of the absent alleles is different from the 
average fitness. 
We shall show that the regular points form an open set in the set of all 
stationary points. Furthermore we make the important observation that every 
polymophic equilibrium is regular since it does not contain zero components. 
Of course in any practical case, the condition of regularity can be easily 
checked. 
We prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. The o-limit set of any solution of the system (2) is either a 
continuum of exceptional points or a single point. 
An equivalent formulation of the theorem is given by the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. If a solution p(t) of the system (2) has a regular o-limit 
point ~7, then p(t) converges to ~7. 
The case of a polymorphism is of particular interest. 
COROLLARY 2. If a solution p(t) of the system (2) has an w-limit point 
with all components positive, then p(t) converges to that point. 
If some of the pj are zero, then system (2) reduces to a system of the same 
type of smaller dimension. In particular the sets where some of the alleles are 
absent are invariant sets. Applying the theorem to such subsystems the next 
corollary follows immediately. 
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COROLLARY 3. If a solution p(t) has an o-limit point p such that p has 
not more zero components than p(t), then p(t) converges to fl. 
2. MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL 
We introduce a condensed notation: Let p = (pi) be the vector of gene 
frequencies, let P = (pj Sj,) be the corresponding diagonal matrix, let 
F = (jj,) be the symmetric matrix of viabilities. We understand vectors as 
columns, and * denotes transpose. With this notation the discrete model (1) 
reads 
j = PFp/p *Fp (5) 
and the differential equations (2) assume the form 
@ = PFp - p*Fp . p =Sr(p). 
For both models the state space is the simplex of probability vectors 
(6) 
S= {pER”:p>O,e*p= l), 
where, for any dimension, e* = (I,..., 1). For 0 < p < n - 1 the sets 
(7) 
'j,,...,j, = { p E S: pi > 0 for i = j, ,..., j, ; pi = 0 for i # j, ,..., j, } 
are called subsimplices or faces. Every subsimplex is an invariant set of (6). 
Note that the faces are “open.” 
We observe that introducing non-positive fitness parameters fi, would not 
lead to a true generalization since Eq. (6) on S is carried into itself under a 
substitution F -+ F + ee*. 
The stationary points are the solutions of the equation 
PFp = p”Fp . p. (8) 
There are at most 2” - 1 connected sets of stationary points associated with 
the faces of the simplex S. Consider one such (open) face 3, After reordering 
of components, the vectors in S can be written in the form 
where q > 0 has only positive components. We shall always denote the 
dimension of q by m. Then p has n - m zero components. Let 
409/102/lLl5 
(10) 
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be the corresponding partition of the matrix F. The (open) subsimplex 3 
contains a stationary point iff the linear system 
F,,x=e (11) 
has a positive solution. Then the stationary point is obtained by nor- 
malization 
q = x/e *x. (12) 
For any vector x = (xj) let X = (xj Sj,) denote the corresponding diagonal 
matrix. The Jacobian of the vector field .F at a stationary point p is given 
by [9, 10, 191 
J=PF+ [Fp]-2pp”F-p*Fp. I. (13) 
If p > 0, then Fp = p*Fp . e, [Fp] = p*Fp . I, and the matrix J reduces to 
J= PF- 2p*Fp. pe*. (14) 
The matrix PF has the leading eigenvalue p*Fp with left and right eigen- 
vectors e* and p, respectively. In (14) this eigenvalue is shifted into -p*Fp, 
the other eigenvalues and eigenvectors remain unchanged. 
If the stationary point p has the form (9) with m < n, then F,, q = 
q*F,,q . e, and the Jacobian assumes the form 
2q *F, ,9 - qe* <Q - Qq*)F,, 
0 f',,q - -q*F,,q. 
Thus the stability of the stationary point is determined by the eigenvalues of 
F, , (which have the same signs as those of QF, ,) and the components of the 
vector F,, q. It is easy to see ([ 11, p. 1051 use Sylvester’s inertia theorem and 
the fact that q and e* are eigenvectors) that dim ker(QF,, - 2q*F,,qqe*) = 
dim ker F,, . Next we study manifolds of stationary points. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let the equation F,,x = e have a positive solution 
X > 0. Suppose dim ker F,, = v, 0 < v < m - 1. Then the stationary points in 
the corresponding open subsimplex S form a manifold of dimension v. This 
manifold is the intersection of a linear manifold with S. 
ProoJ: Let S = ,-C/e*R Then F,, 4 = q*F,, 4 . e. Let q be (the positive part 
of) a second stationary point in 9. Then q*F,,q = q*F,,q . q*e = q*F,, q 
and thus, by symmetry, q*F,,q = q*F,,q. Hence y = q - 4 satisfies 
F,,y=O, yEkerF,,. On the other hand, the equation F, ,x = e has the 
solution X, thus e is orthogonal to all solutions of the adjoint homogeneous 
system, which again is F,, y = 0. Hence y E ker F,, implies e*y = 0, and 
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also e*(q + y) = 1, F,,(q + y) = (q + y)*F,,(q + y)e. The vector S + y is 
(the positive. part of) a stationary point in S as long as it is positive. 
In this proof it has not been excluded that perhaps (5) is a boundary point 
of some larger manifold of stationary points. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose the manifold of stationary points in some 
(open) subsimplex 9 h as dimension greater than zero. Then its boundary 
points (in the closure of s”> are exceptional. 
Prooj A boundary point is a point (i ) with q > 0, but not all 
components positive. After rearranging components and partitioning 
one has 
Thus ( i) is exceptional. 
PROPOSITION 3. The set of regular stationary points is an open subset of 
the set of all stationary points. 
ProoJ Suppose p = (i) is a regular stationary point. In view of 
Proposition 2 the point p is an interior point of some maximal manifold of 
stationary points. 
Remark. It is not true that the interior points of a maximal manifold of 
stationary points are always regular. It is not even true that the regularity of 
one stationary point in a subsimplex implies the regularity of other points in 
the same simplex. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
(1) Let p(t) be any solution of the system (6) and let Q be its w-limit 
set. We know that Q is a continuum of stationary points. Furthermore a is 
either a continuum of exceptional points (including the case of a single 
point) or fl contains at least one regular point. In order to prove the theorem 
it suffices to show that in the latter case a contains just one point. 
Let p be the regular point and let $ be the subsimplex which contains p in 
its interior. In g there is a linear manifold of stationary points a which 
contains ~7 in its relative interior. It cannot be excluded that a is connected 
to other manifolds of stationary points in neighboring subsimplices. 
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However, from Proposition 2 it follows that ~7 is not a boundary point of 
some larger manifold of stationary points. Thus there is an R”-neighborhood 
Uofpsuch that Unac$. 
After appropriate rearrangement of components we can assume that p has 
the form (9) where the positive vector 4 has dimension m, 1 < m < n. Let the 
corresponding partition of the matrix F be given by (10). Summarizing the 
earlier arguments we have the following three statements 
(a) There exists a sequence {ti} with limi,, ti = co such that 
lim pj(ti) = qj > 0 
i-00 
for j = l,..., m, 
lim Rj(ti) = 0 for 
i+m 
j = m t l,..., n. 
(b) There is an R”-neighborhood U of p such that Un R c $, 
where 
,qER”‘,q>O,e*q= 1 
contains p in its relative interior. 
(c) Ckm_,fjk~~#f*Fr14for j=mt l,..., IZ. 
(2) In this second paragraph we introduce a useful coordinate frame. 
Let 
r=p-p (16) 
be the deviation from ~7. In view of (15) the variable Y satisfies an equation 
MN 
f= o D rto(lrl>, t 1 (17) 
where 
M=eF,,-22q*F,,q*qe*, (18) 
D= [F,,q] -Q*F,,q.I. (19) 
For the moment the matrix N is of no particular interest. In view of 
statement (c) the matrix D is non-singular. The matrix M is similar to a 
symmetric matrix. Moreover there exists a manifold of stationary points of 
dimension v = dim ker F, r = dim ker M which contains r = 0. The next coor- 
dinate change 
s = Tr 
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is performed with 
T= I+e,e*-e,eT 
( 
elel* 
1 
lm 
0 I )n-m’ 
T-L = I-e,e* +e,e,* 
( 
-e,eT 
0 1 I ’ 
(204 
POb) 
where ej is thejth coordinate vector. This transformation carries the simplex 
S into the hyperplane s, = 0, and after this transformation the simplex Slies 
in the n - m - l-dimensional subspace sr = s,+ I = ..a = s, = 0. In s- 
coordinates the system reads 
(21) 
where 
A?= (I+e,e * -e,ef)M(I-e,e* +e,el*). (22) 
After a simple calculation using F, r q = q*F,, q . e and e*e, = e,* e, = 1 we 
find the equation 
eFi@= -q*F,,q . e,* (23) 
reflecting the fact that the left eigenvector e* is rotated into e;. Now we use 
the invariance of the hyperplane s1 = 0 which contains the (transformed) 
simplex S to reduce the dimension of the system. With s^= (s2,..., s,)* the 
(n - I)-dimensional system for the flow on s, k 0 has the form 
(24) 
where A.? is a square matrix of dimension m - 1 with simple elementary 
divisors. Moreover this system leaves the linear subspace s,+ , = ..* = s, = 0 
invariant. 
There is a regular matrix T, of order m - 1 and a permutation matrix T, 
of order II - m which transform the diagonal blocks in (24) into ordered 
diagonal form. After the transformation 
(25) 
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l D, 0 0 I N, N, 
0 0; 0 / N, N, 
= 
c-------L----- 
0 0 0 ! N, N, 
0 
ID; 0 
1 0 0: 
the system assumes the form 
(26) 
where D;, D;, D,f, 0: ar e d iagonal matrices with negative and positive 
diagonal entries, respectively, and the diagonal 0 denotes a square matrix of 
dimension v. The function 2 = (2 2,..., 8,) describes the nonlinearity. From 
the choice of the neighborhood U it follows that in the neighborhood 0 of s, 
obtained by transformation and restriction to s, = 0, the stationary points 
are characterized by u = 0, ZI = 0, x = 0, y = 0. Thus locally all stationary 
points are contained in the “w-space.” This fact is expressed by the relations 
Iqo, 0, G, 0,O) = 0 for = 2,..., n (27) 
which hold for all G in a neighborhood of 6 = 0. Similar identities 
I&(2& 6, 8,0,0) = 0 for = m + l,..., n (28) 
reflect the fact that the subspace 2 = 0, j = 0 (which contains the 
transformed simplex .?) is invariant. Among the diagonal blocks only D,, 
D; and D,f, 0: can have common eigenvalues, only there nonsimple 
elementary divisors can occur and, in general, will occur. A suitable transfor- 
mation carries the blocks N,, N,, N,, N6 into zero. Indeed define 
i 
u I 0 A, 
V I / A, 0 
W 
i 
=a 
i 
I A5 A6 
X 
-- t---- 
Y 0; I 
where A,, A,, A,, A, are the unique solutions of 
I7 (29) - 
A,D: -D,A,=N,, A,D;-DD,fA,=N 39 
A,D; = N,, A,D; = N,. 
(30) 
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(The unique solvability is obvious since the coefficient matrices are diagonal 
and of opposite sign). Then the system (26) assumes the form 
t R(u, 0, w, 4 Y), 
(31) 
where R(.) =a-‘A@(.)). F rom the properties (27) and (28) of R follow the 
same identities for R. 
Following Hartman [ 13, Chap. 5, Lemma 3.11 the nonlinearity can be 
written in the form of a product of a continuous matrix function and the 
column vector (u, u, w, x, y) such that the matrix is O(](u, u, w, x, y)]) near 
the origin. Again, this matrix has a canonical block structure. From (27) it 
follows that the factor of w vanishes; as a consequence of (28) the factors of 
U, v, w, in the equations for x, y vanish. Thus we have 
R(u,v,w,x,y)= 
u 
V 
)i) 
w . (32) 
X 
Y 
We reformulate statements (a) and (b) in terms of the new coordinates: 
There is a solution (u(t), v(t), w(f), x(t), y(t)) of the system (31) (32) with u.- 
limit set Q, and an R”-neighborhood U, of 0 E R” such that 
(a’) lim,,,(u(f,), u(f,), W(tJ, X(tJr Y(fJ) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 
for some sequence t, -+ co. 
(b’) ~,~~,~((u,~),w,x,~)*EIR”-‘:x=O,y=O). 
From the location of the equilibria of the system (31), (32) we know even 
more, namely, the existence of a neighborhood U of 0 E IR”-’ such that 
(b”) Q,~U={(U,U,W,X,~)*EIR”-‘:x=O,y=O,u=O,v=O}. 
(3) In this final paragraph we turn to a nonlinear, ipso facto local 
analysis. Without being explicitly mentioned each time, all statements refer 
to appropriately chosen small neighborhoods of the origin. 
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Again rearranging the vector components 
x=(;), YE(;), w=w (33) 
we may rewrite this system in the form 
it= D-X+ Qbl(X, Y, W)X+ yu,(X, Y, W)Y, 
Ii=D+Y+ @*(X, Y, W)X+ !P2(X, Y. w)Y, (34) 
p= @3(X, K w>x+ Yy,(X y, WY, 
where 
(35) 
are matrices with negative and positive eigenvalues, respectively, and the 
matrices !Di, ul,, i = 1,2, 3, are continuous in X, Y, W and tend to 0 as 
I(% Y, w)l -+ 0. 
The system (34) has a center-stable manifold which [ 171 contains the 
center manifold (X, Y) = (0,O). Locally the center-stable manifold can be 
represented in the form Y = H(X, W), where H(0, IV) = 0. The function H 
satisfies the partial differential equation [ 171 
H,(x, W)D-X+@lX+ !?',H(X, W)+H,(X, w)@,X+ YY,H(X, W 
= D+H(X, W) + @,X + Y&Y, I+-), (36) 
where Qi, Yi have the argument (X, H(X, W), IV). As in [3, proof of 
Lemma 51, one can show that with the change of variables X+ X, 
Y -+ Y - W(X, IV), W+ W the system (34) keeps its general form, while the 
matrix corresponding to G2 disappears. 
In the final step of the proof we need the following lemma which essen- 
tially is Lemma 4 in [3]. For the proof we refer to [3]. 
LEMMA. Consider a linear system 
J?=D-X+A,(t)X+A,(t)Y, 
I’=D+Y+A,(t)Y, (37) 
*= A&)X + A,(W, 
where D- and D+ are given as in (35), and Ai( i = I,..., 5, are matrices of 
the appropriate dimensions, which are continuous on a compact interval 
[t,, T,,]. Then there are positive numbers a, c,, cz, cj such that if 
ll~i(4N G a for &<t<T,,, i = l,..., 5, (38) 
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then for any solution of (37) holds the inequality 
II WTJll G Cl II wall + c2 IlWo)ll + c3 II WON (39) 
The crucial point of this lemma is the fact that the constants c, , c,, c3 do not 
depend on the particular coefficient matrices, but only on the bound a. 
Now we are ready for the final step of the proof. From (a’) and (b”) we 
have a solution (X(t), Y(t), V’(t)) of the system (34) (notice Q2 = 0) with 
lim GW,>, Wk), Wk)) = (0, 0, 0) 
k-m 
(40) 
and the additional property that every w-limit point (X,, Y,, IV,) near 
(0, 0,O) satisfies X, = 0, Y, = 0. Suppose (X(t), Y(t), w(t)) does not 
converge to (O,O, 0). Then there is a positive constant p and a sequence of 
intervals Jk = [fk, Tk], t, < T,, T, -+ co such that 
and 
On [lk, ‘k> (41) 
Il(x(Tk), y(Td, w(Tk))iI = P 
for all k. We may choose p so small that for /1(X, Y, w>jl <p holds 
II @iCxv y3 WI1 < a, II yi(x3 yT VII G a3 i= 1,2,3, 
(42) 
(43) 
thus in particular for i = 1, 2, 3, k = 1, 2, 3 ,..., and t, < t < T, 
II @itxCt>, Y(t), Wt>>ll < av II WWy W9 W>>ll G a. (44) 
For each of the intervals [tk, T,] we apply the lemma and obtain the 
estimates 
11 w(T,>ll < c, 11 w(tk)il + c2 Ilx(tk>li f c3 11 y(Tk)II for all k. (45) 
The sequence (X(T,), Y(T,), W(T,)) is located on the sphere of radius p. We 
choose a convergent subsequence (X(Tk,), Y(Tk,), W(T,,)) whose limit 
(2, Y, 6’) lies on the p-sphere of the (X, Y, I+‘)-space and also in the 
subspace X= 0, Y = 0. Thus I( @[I = p > 0 and lim,_, Y(T,> = 0. But then 
from (40) and X(t,) + 0, Y(t,) --+ 0 follows the contradiction W(T,I) -+ 0. 
Proof of the corollaries. Corollary 1 describes the situation that has been 
proved explicitly. Corollary 2 is a special case of Corollary 1 since each 
equilibrium in the interior of S is regular. Finally, Corollary 3 follows from 
the fact that the flow on each face of S has exactly the same form as the 
flow on S itself. 
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Note added in prooJ: A different approach to the convergence problem has been followed 
in a recent paper, V. Loser& E. Skin, Dynamics of games and genes: discrete versus 
continuous time. J. Math. Biol. 17 (1983), 241-252. 
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